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The summer that-never-was draws to a close, but the dismal British weather has fueled another creative 
burst resulting in plenty of maps to take us through the autumn and winter months.

Date for your diary

We still intend to hold the third Schematic Mapping Workshop in 

April 2022 but with a new venue (formerly Würzburg) owing to 
one of the chairs moving to new employment. The workshop will 
now take place at Ruhr-Universität Bochum on dates soon to be 

announced. Check the workshop website for updates, including 
the new submission timetable. The scope remains unchanged and 

reports on all aspects of schematic map research are welcome.

Map of the Month: Two Classic Designs Updated

Henry Beck’s great achievement was to create the very first octolinear schematisation of the entire 
London Underground network with a superbly well-designed, elegant octolinear diagram. However, 
creativity rarely occurs in a vacuum and it would be wrong to suggest that he invented schematisation or 

even octolinearity. Fully schematised car diagrams for individual lines had been used on the Underground 
for two decades before he commenced sketching, and numerous designers worldwide had already been 

experimenting with schematisations of other rail networks to improve the impact and usability of maps.

One of the most exciting aspects of early 
designs is that the octolinear rule book 

had not yet been written, resulting in far 
more variety than is usually seen today. 

One of my favourites is a Metropolitan 
Railway carriage diagram from the 
1920s. Although curvilinear, the space 

available for the poster necessitated 
considerable topographical distortion 

so that schematisation was inevitable. 
I was invited to bring this map up to date 

for the 2013 Metropolitan Line 150th 
anniversary celebrations but, at the 
time, I had too many commitments to 
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go beyond sketches. Eight 

years later this is finally 
complete and provides a 

nice contrast to the linear 
car line diagrams that have 
became universal today. 

The lettering is of particular 
interest: the Metropolitan 
Railway used its own sans-

serif for signs and station 
names. Superficially, this 

looks similar to Johnston’s 
Underground lettering but 
has just as much in common 

with the venerable Caslon 
English Egyptian, dating 

back at least to 1816.

Another map designed 
before the octolinear rule 

book became established is 
George Dow’s splendid LMS 

London suburban railways 
diagram from 1935. This 

was a tetralinear design – just 

four angles – cleverly rotated by 
27º to give it unusual balance 
and power. The original LMS 

suburban services form the 
backbone of today’s London 

Overground and I am surprised 
that the idea of updating this 
map did not occur to me before. 

With so many extra lines to 
add, the challenge was not to 

dilute the visual effectiveness of 
the original. This was achieved 

by working to a strong grid and 
using a straight line to West Croydon as a counterweight to the Watford line. The Overground loop is a 
(tilted) perfect square. For my reconstruction of the 1935 version, I created a new font, Dow Sans, based 

on the hand lettering of the original. This has now been reworked subtly to improve its visual balance.

Neither of the maps included here is intended to be a serious candidate for adoption by its respective rail 

operator, but they do show that Henry Beck’s ideas were not the only ones that would have been capable 
of withstanding the test of time.

Extrapolating from past designs is fun but also reminds us that there are many tools and techniques 

available for schematisation: what works for London need not work for everywhere else. Map of the 
Month for October continues this theme, completing my exploration of the Moscow Metro (which 

commenced in April 2020). To see the results, make sure that you subscribe to my newsletter at 
www.tubemapcentral.com.

Max Roberts, mjr@tubemapcentral.com 
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